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Preparation for Learning
Year 7 Spring Term

“I believe in hard 
work and luck. And 
that the first often 

leads to the second.”

·      JK Rowling (Author)
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Using your Knowledge Organiser

Every school day you should be studying 2  
sections of your Knowledge Organiser (KO) except 
on a Friday when you will study one section.

The timetable on the next page tells you which 
subjects you should be studying on which days (it 
doesn’t matter if you have that subject on that 
day or not, you should follow the timetable).

If you do not have languages on your timetable 
you should work on spellings or the 
punctuation/grammar facts provided by Mr Meir 
during Enhancement classes.

You are to use your exercise book to show the 
work you have done. Each evening you should 
start a new page and put the date clearly at the 
top.

You need to bring your KO and exercise book with 
you everyday to school.

Your parents should tick off your work every 
evening using the grid in your KO on page 4 
and 5. 

Parents should also sign off your reading using 
the reading log on page 6.

Your KO and exercise book will be checked 
regularly during tutor time and you will also be 
tested during lessons on the content of your 
organiser.

● Use a ‘clock’ to divide 
information into smaller 
sections.

● Give yourself a spelling 
test.

● Draw diagrams and 
annotate them with extra 
information.

● Create factfiles.
● Create flowcharts.

Self-testing.
You can use your KO and workbook in a number of different 
ways but you should not just copy.

Use the ‘preparation for learning - How to self test with your 
knowledge organiser’ booklet to help you. It can also be 
found on the school website.

Below are some possible tasks you could do in your 
workbooks. Regardless of the task you should always check 
and correct your work in a different coloured pen.

● Ask someone to write 
questions for you

● Write your own 
challenging questions

● Create mind maps
● Create flash cards
● Look ,cover, write and 

check
● Mnemonics
● Draw a comic strip of a 

timeline
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Preparing to Learn timetable
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Preparing to Learn timetable
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Reading Log

Please record the amount of time spent 
reading and the pages read each night. 

Please read for the equivalent 
of 15 minutes a night.
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Maths
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English

Writing Challenge:

- Describe and create your 
own mythical creature 
using ‘wow’ vocabulary. 
This could include an 
annotated picture of your 
creature with a description 
underneath. 

- Write your own fable with 
a hidden moral message 
that teaches others a 
lesson.  

Reading skills 
– Write developed ‘PETER’ paragraphs to analyse.
PETER stands for Point, Evidence, Technique, Explain, 
Reader.
- Add context: How does the quotation you have analysed 
reflect Elizabethan society or Shakespeare’s purpose?
- Add one-word analysis: Pick out a keyword from your 
quotation and analyse its impact in detail.
Writing skills
- Elements of a myth story and writing techniques.
- A well-structured story with paragraphs.
- A variety of sentence structures and openers.
- Advanced punctuation.
- Ambitious vocabulary for effect.
- Technical accuracy (SPAG) and proofreading.

Context:
- Research Shakespeare's life, the 
Globe Theatre, and Elizabethan 
England. 

Why are stories told and how are 
they passed down through the 
generations?
- To reflect the beliefs of the 
community.
- To offer moral guidance.
- To warn of the consequences of 
not making the right decision.
- To explain how the world works.
- To offer a source of entertainment. 
- To pass on history and knowledge.
- For fame, money, or recognition. 

Challenge your reading! Remember to read for 20 minutes.
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Your Grammar teacher will tell you which spelling list you should 
learn. For each spelling list find the definition for the word, be 
able to use it in a sentence and learn the spelling.

List 1a
Jealous
Knowledge
Listening
Lonely
Lovely
Marriage
Material
Meanwhile
Miscellaneous
Mischief

List 1b
Then
Two
Some
Would
Always
Through
When
Babies
People
Name

List 2a
Modern
Moreover
Murmur
Necessary
Nervous
Original
Outrageous
Parallel
Pattern
Participation

List 2b
Might
Opened
Show
Started
Stopped
Think
Thought
Told
Tries
Turn

List 3a
Peaceful
People
Performance
Permanent
Persuade
Persuasion
Physical
Possession
Potential
Preparation

List 3b
Turned
Used
Walk
Walked
Walking
Watch
Write
Woke
Woken
Every

List 4a
Prioritise
Process
Proportion
Proposition
Questionnaire
Queue
Reaction
Receive
Reference
Relief 

List 4b
First
Half
Morning
Much
Never
Number
Often
Only
Second
Sometimes

List 5a
Remember
Research
Secondary
Separate
Sequence
Shoulder
Sincerely
Skilful
Soldier
Success

List 5b
Still
Suddenly
Today
Where
Above
Across
Along
Also
Around
Below

List 6a
Surely
Survey
Technique
Technology
Tomorrow
Unfortunately
Wednesday
Weight
Weird
Whacky

List 6b
Between
Both
Different
Following
High
Inside
Near
Other
Outside
Place

Capital letters are used at the start 
of sentences, proper nouns and for ‘I’ 
on its own.
- Full stops end a sentence.
- Question marks signal that a 
question has been asked.
- Exclamation marks end sentences 
and show excitement or anger.
- Commas separate items in a list.
- Commas, brackets and dashes all 
seperate extra or subordinate 
information.
- A single dash creates a dramatic 
pause.
- Hyphens join words or phonemes 
together, e.g. ex-military.
- Apostrophes are used to show 
ownership or omission.
- Speech marks indicate direct 
speech.

Grammar
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Balanced forces
When forces act in the opposite 
direction and are the same size.
The resultant force is 0N.
This means:
If the object is moving it continues 
at a constant speed.
If the object is not moving it 
remains stationary.

Science

When a force is applied to an object 
it can lead to a change in the objects 
• Speed 
• Direction of movement 
• Shape (think about a rubber band)
Forces can also be divided into 2 
types, contact forces and non contact 
forces. 1. Contact forces for example 
friction, are caused when two objects 
are in contact. 
2. Other forces for example gravity, 
are non contact forces. The two 
objects do not need to be in contact 
for the force to occur. 

Unbalanced forces
When forces are not equal and opposite 
then there is a resultant force and the 
forces are unbalanced.
This means:
If the object is moving it will speed up 
or slow down in the direction of the 
resultant force.
If the object is not moving it will move 
in the direction of the resultant force.

Resultant forces
The overall effect of all forces acting 
on a body. Forces are vectors so 
have direction as well as size.

Term Definition
Contact Force A force that requires physical contact to occur
Attract To pull towards
Repel To push away
Friction The resistance of motion when one object rubs together.
Weight The force due to gravity on objects (N).
Mass The amount of matter contained in an object (kg)
Air Resistance The frictional force of air against an object

We measure forces using 
Newton meters.
Forces are measured in 
Newtons (N)

1kN = 1000N
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Science

Key word Definition

alveolus A structure inside the lungs 
where gas exchange takes place 
with the blood.

antagonistic 
muscles

A pair of muscles that work 
together to control movement at 
a joint – as one muscle 
contracts, the other relaxes.

multicellular 
organism

An organism made up of many 
cells

organ A group of tissues working 
together to perform a function.

organ 
system

A group of organs working 
together to perform a function.

respiration A chemical reaction where food 
and oxygen are converted into 
energy, water, and carbon 
dioxide.

tissue A group of similar cells working 
together to perform a function.

Key word(s) Definition

chemical 
reaction

A change in which atoms are rearranged to create new 
substances.

physical 
change

A change that is reversible, in which new substances are 
not made. Examples of physical changes include changes 
of state, and dissolving.

effervescence The formation of gas bubbles in a liquid by a chemical 
reaction. 

reactant A starting substance in a chemical reaction.

product A substance that is made in a chemical reaction.

word equation A way of representing a chemical reaction simply. The 
reactants are on the left of an arrow, and the products are 
on the right. The arrow means reacts to make.

Combustion A chemical reaction in which a substance reacts quickly 
with oxygen and gives out light and heat.
hydrocarbon (fuel) + oxygen    →    carbon dioxide + 
water

oxidation A chemical reaction in which substances react with oxygen 
to form oxides.

decomposition A chemical reaction in which a compound breaks down to 
form simpler compounds and/or elements.

thermal 
decomposition

A chemical decomposition caused by heat.

conservation 
of mass

In a chemical reaction, the total mass of reactants is equal 
to the total mass of products. This is conservation of 
mass. Mass is conserved in chemical reactions and in 
physical changes.
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Geography

social economic environmental tourism

overpopulation globalisation migration country

continent ocean United Kingdom Egypt

India China United States 
of America connectivity

Around the World 
in 80 Days River Systems

7 continents

5 oceans

LONDON, UK: Urbanisation is the rise in the percentage of 
people living in urban areas in comparison to rural areas.
CAIRO, EGYPT: Tourism is when people visit another country 
for a holiday. 
BANGALORE, INDIA: Globalisation is the process of the 
world becoming increasingly connected to each other. 
BEIJING, CHINA: Overpopulation is too many people, living 
in one place. 
NEW YORK, USA: Migration is people moving from one 
location to another, either permanently or temporarily.

(ensure you learn the meanings and spellings)(ensure you learn the meanings and spellings)
precipitation evaporation condensation infiltration

surface run-off groundwater interception permeable

impermeable source mouth meander

saturated ox-bow lake waterfall floodplain
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History

Word Power

Heir

Plantagenet 

Hundred Years War

York 

Lancaster

Tudor

Important people in the Wars of the Roses
Henry VI - Lancaster, his madness led to a power struggle 
between Richard Duke of York and Margaret of Anjou.                                           
Margaret of Anjou - Lancaster, led to Lancastrians against the 
Yorkists during her husband Henry VI’s illness.                           
Edward IV - York, very successful King who was unbeaten in 
battle. His early death led to a power struggle between 
supporters of his son Edward V and his brother Richard III.                                      
Elizabeth Woodville - York, wife of Edward IV their marriage 
led to a second set of battles. She organised the marriage of her 
daughter Elizabeth of York to Henry VII.
Margaret Beaufort Lancaster Mother of Henry VII, plotted 
against Richard III and organised the marriage of Henry and 
Elizabeth of York.                          

Richard Duke of York Started the war by fighting with 
Margaret of Anjou over who should control the country 
in Henry’s madness.            
Richard III York - Took control of the country after the 
death of his brother Edward IV. Suspected of killing his 
nephews Edward the V and Richard of York.                     
Edward V York - Never crowned King, disappeared in 
1483, one of the Princes in the Tower.
Richard of York York - Brother to Edward V, one of the 
Princes in the Tower...
Henry VII Lancaster The first Tudor King, defeated 
Richard III at the Battle of Bosworth 
Elizabeth of York York - Daughter of Edward IV, 
married Henry VII ending the Wars of the Roses.

Battle timeline
22nd May 1455               
Battle of St Albans 
Y win     
30th December 1460 
Battle of Wakefield 
L win
17th March 1461 
Second Battle of St 
Albans L win

29th March 461
Battle of Towton 
Y win
4th May 1471 
Battle of Tewksbury 
Y win
22nd August 1475 
Battle of Bosworth
 L win
 

Lancaster 

York 
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Spanish

Verbs

Ser (to be) Tener (to have) Vivir (to live) Comer (to eat) Escribir (to write)

I am soy I have tengo I live vivo I eat        como I write     escribo

You are eres You 
have

tienes You live vives You         comes
eat

You         escribes
write

He/she/
it is

es He/she
/
it has

tiene He/she/
it lives

vive He/she     come 
/it eats

He/she   escribe
/it
writes

www.memrise.com 
- scan the QR code 
for online practise.

http://www.memrise.com
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French

https://www.memrise.com/course/2084
60/studio-1-module-2/

https://www.memrise.com/course/208460/studio-1-module-2/
https://www.memrise.com/course/208460/studio-1-module-2/
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Computing

PC Basics

Input Devices Output Devices

An input device is any 
hardware device that 
sends data to a 
computer, allowing you 
to interact with and 
control it.

An output device is a 
piece of computer 
hardware that receives 
data or instructions from 
a computer. Essentially, 
the computer interacts 
with the output device 
in some way.

What is 
Binary?

1100101 
01010010 
1100111 
010101

Binary is a number system that 
only uses two digits: 1 and 0. All 
information that is processed by 
a computer is in the form of a 
sequence of 1s and 0s.

For further reading on all 
things hardware - please scan the 
QR code.

Computer 
Components

What does it do?

A central processing unit (CPU) is an important part 
of every computer. The CPU sends signals to control 
the other parts of the computer, almost like how a 

brain controls a body.

A motherboard is one of the most essential parts of 
a computer system. It holds together many of the 

crucial components of a computer.

The graphics processing unit (GPU) is just one of the 
parts that make a computer work. Its main 

responsibility is ensuring content displays and 
renders on your computer screen or monitor 

correctly.

A hard drive is the hardware component that stores 
all of your digital content. Your documents, pictures, 

music, videos, programs, application preferences, 
and operating system represent digital content 

stored on a hard drive.

RAM is a fast temporary type of memory in which 
programs, applications and data are stored that are 
currently being used. Some examples of what's 

stored in RAM: 1. the operating system, 2. 
Applications 3. the graphical user interface (GUI)
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Art

Key Terminology

Still Life A piece of work that includes a collection of 
inanimate objects.

Composition The arrangement of objects/elements within a 
piece of artwork.

Value The lightness and darkness of a colour. White 
is the brightest value, black is the darkness.

Hue Refers to the original colour i.e. red, yellow, 
blue, green, orange and purple. 

Transparent A term used to describe layers of paint that you 
can clearly see through (i.e. watercolours).

Translucent A surface that is partially see through, which 
enables you to see the underneath layer.

Opaque A surface layer that is not see through. The 
term ‘opacity’ is used to describe the visibility of 
the underneath layer.

Tint The process of adding white to a colour to 
make it appear lighter.

Tone The process of adding black (or grey) to a 
colour to make it appear darker.

Class Topic- Toys

There are hundreds of mark 
making techniques that can 
be used to create texture 
and tone. Try practising with 
different styles (see right) 
and think about using other 
tools, such as pens/brushes.

Graphite pencils come in 
different grade scales. The 
‘HB scale’ is the most 
common scale outside of the 
USA. HB stands for ‘Hard 
Black’, which is often the 
pencil in the middle of the 
scale. As the pencil core 
becomes softer (through the 
use of lower proportions of 
clay) it leaves a darker mark 
as it deposits more graphite 
on to the paper. 

At Wilsthorpe we often use 
round brush heads for the 
majority of our art work. Flat 
head brushes are ideal for 
covering larger areas and 
achieving ‘flat’ techniques. 
Research the following 
brushes (see right) to 
discover their ideal uses.

Mark Making Techniques

Watch this video clip to 
see how artists use acrylic 
paint. Make a note of the 
key stages of the painting.
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Drama

 

Dramatic Techniques and Devising

Dramatic techniques are used within performance to help tell the story in a more captivating way

Narration
Mime

Multi-roling
Slow motion

Body as prop

Narration is a spoken commentary alongside something that is happening on stage.
Mime is a technique where an actor performs an action, character, or emotion without words, using 
only gesture, expression, and movement.
Multi-roling is when an actor plays more than one character on stage. 
Slow motion is an effect where actors move more slowly than in real life.
Body as prop is where you create props or set within your drama using only your body. 

Responding to a stimulus

Stimulus

Devising

When we create drama without a script, we need a stimulus.
A stimulus is a starting point. It could be almost anything: a piece of music, a poem, a title, an object 
or even an idea.
Devising is the name of a dramatic process where drama is made without the use of a script. 
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Music

Rhythm and Pulse

Crotchet  = 1 beat    

Quaver = ½ beat per note

Minim = 2 beats

Semibreve = 4 beats

Beethoven

1. Beethoven was born in Bonn, Germany in 1770.

2. Beethoven's first music teacher was his father.

3. In his late twenties while he was composing his 5th 
Symphony, he began to lose his hearing.

4. Für Elise" (German for "For Elise") is the popular name 
for the piece of music for solo piano by Ludwig van 
Beethoven, written in about 1810. 

5. He died in 1827.

Pulse is a steady beat like a ticking clock or 
your heartbeat. It can be measured in time by 
counting the number of beats per minute 
(BPM).

Rhythm is the pattern of long and short 
sounds as you move through the song.
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Physical Education 
The 5 key components of a warm up 

Warm Up: Preparing the body for activity in order to reduce the risk 
of injury

Component 1: Pulse Raising exercises - to slowly raise heart rate 
and gradually increase body temperature
e.g. jogging / cycling

Component 2: Mobility exercises that take joints through their full 
range of movement e.g. open gate / close gate / arm swings

Component 3: Stretching can include static or dynamic type 
stretches e.g. lunges, walking hamstring stretch.

Component 4: Dynamic Movements that show a change in speed 
and direction e.g. shuttle runs

Component 5: Skill Rehearsal or practising the common 
movement patterns and skills that will be used in the activity e.g. 
dribbling drills for football, shooting in basketball

Structure of the 
skeletal system

The main bones of the 
skeleton and their 
location are shown 
here:

Axes A line around which the 
body can turn.

Rotation The turning of a 
body part about its long axis 
as if on a pivot.

Balance – The ability to maintain equilibrium when 
stationary or moving (i.e. not to fall over) through the 
coordinated actions of our sensory functions (eyes, 
ears )

Static Balance – The ability to 
retain the centre of mass 
above the base of support in a 
stationary position.

Dynamic Balance – The 
ability to maintain balance 
with body movement.

Co-ordination –
 The ability to control the movement of the body in 
co-operation with the body’s sensory functions, e.g. 
catching a ball

Effectiveness – 
Adequate to accomplish a 
purpose; producing the 
intended or expected 
result.

Beat: the beat is the 
basic unity used to 
measure time in both the 
choreographic and 
musical language.

Canon individuals and groups 
perform the same movement 
phrase beginning at different 
times.
Contrast where dance 
elements are altered such as 
high/low, big/little. 

Mirroring  is copying the 
actions and moves of a 
partner. A child must 
present the same 
physical actions of their 
partner at the same time. 
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Technology (Product Design)

Key Word Definition

Millimetre The measurement used in 
Technology, 1cm = 10mm

Marking out The technique used to measure and 
mark out material before performing 

a practical task.

Working drawing A scale drawing which serves as a 
guide for the construction or 

manufacture of something such as a 
building or machine.

Jig A device that holds a piece of work 
and guides the tool operating on it.

Tolerance An allowable amount of variation of a 
specified quantity, especially in the 
dimensions of a machine or part.

Try Square

Tenon Saw

Flat File

Pillar Drill

Coping Saw

Further resources can be found at www.technologystudent.com
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Key tools in Year 7

Ball-peen 
hammer

Centre 
punch

Scriber Engineer’s 
square

Hacksaw

Product Design & Engineering

Regulation Key knowledge

Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) 
Regulations

Employers have a duty to provide 
personal protective equipment (PPE) 
to all staff to protect them from any 
health and safety risks at work. PPE 
can include things like safety 
helmets, gloves, eye protection, 
high-visibility clothing and safety 
footwear.

Health and Safety at 
Work Act (1974)

All employers must look after the 
health, safety and welfare of all of 
their employees. Employees must 
make proper use of equipment 
provided for their safety.

Types of drawing

     Oblique                      Isometric              Orthographic

Properties of materials
Hardness: Ability to resist scratching & denting.
Toughness: Ability to resist repeated bending or shock loading.
Brittleness: The opposite of toughness - breaks suddenly without 
much distortion.

Magnetism
The magnetic field 

lines from a magnet 
always flow from 
the north pole to 

the south pole.

Classifications of metals
Pure metals: Metals that can be found on the periodic table. They 
are not mixed with any other element (eg. copper, silver, iron).
Alloys: Pure metals that have been mixed with other elements to 
improve their properties 
(eg. steel = iron + carbon).
Ferrous metals: Any metal that contains iron 
(eg. iron, steel).
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Food Technology & Textiles

Cotton
Cotton comes from 
fine hairs on the 
seeds in a ripe seed 
pod of a cotton 
plant.
Advantages
Strong when wet
Durable
Reasonably cheap
Environmentally 
sustainable
Comfortable to 
wear
Disadvantages
Creases easily
Burns easily
Shrinks
Properties
1.Strong
2.Absorbent
3.Cool to wear
4.Hard wearing
5.Creases easily

Tie and Dye
Tie-dye is a modern dye technique which is 
typically brightly coloured and patterned.  
Tie and dye is a resist dyeing process which 
originates from the traditional Japanese 
technique, Shibori.  
You use cotton as it absorbs the dye and 
elastic bands which are tied around the 
fabric to create 
a barrier and stops 
the dye penetrating the 
fabric.  Tie and dye is a
quick process which 
creates original 
“one off patterns.   

Guidelines to a healthy balanced diet.
1. Base meals on starchy foods.
2. Eat lots of fruit  and vegetables.
3. Eat 2 portions of fish a week.
4. Cut down on saturated fats and 

sugars.
5. Try to eat less salt - no more than 6g 

a day.
6. Exercise at least twice a week.
7. Drink 6-8 glasses of water.
8. Don't skip breakfast.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resist_dyeing

